Match the places, poet, dramatist, painter

[6th to 12th prose, supplementary, poems covered]

6th - 1st term

1. Her dream bicycle
   Characters:
   - Malar
   - Kathirvel - malar’s father
   - Shanthi - malar’s mother
   - Ponni - 1st sister
   - Mallika - 2nd sister
   - Arul - younger brother
   - Vikram - ponni’s son

2. The meaning of education – adopted from the story by Cyrill Anthony George.
   Characters:
   - Anitha, her father and mother
   - Nandini
   - Classmates

3. The boat song
   Characters:
   - Adityan
   - Karikala cholan

4. Tsunamika
   Characters:
   - Tsunamika
   - Star fish
   - Sage
   - The women
   - A little boy
   - Upasana - group in Auroville, Pondicherry

5. An open letter
   Characters:
   - Chief seathl
   - The president of USA

6. The fairy crane
   Characters:
   - White crane - girl of 12 years
   - Old man and his wife.
2nd term

1. The mystery of language:
   - Helen keller
   - Alexander graham bell
   - His wife mabel
   - Annisulivan

2. Each one is unique - written by children of vidhyasager institute
   Characters:
   - Prakash
   - Ram
   - Nitya
   - Ashwin
   - Amit

3. Those three bears - an excerpt from Ruskin bond (animal story)
   Characters:
   - The author and his friend
   - Bears and the young bear

4. The unlucky face - adopted from stories of birbal – Eunice de souza
   Characters:
   - Hirachand
   - Akbar and his wife
   - Doctor
   - Birbal

3rd term

1. The cherry tree – Ruskin bond
   Characters:
   - Rakki and her grandfather

2. Kari the elephant - dhan gopal mukherji
   Characters:
   - The author
   - Kari – the elephant
   - Village Boy

3. Why the sky is far away
   Characters:
   - Raman
   - Bhim
   - Mr. frank
The grand king, oba
Adami, his wife and his children

4. The colourful sweets

Characters:
- Tenaliraman
- Guards
- Krishnadevaraya

Poems:
1. Going down on a hill - henry Charles beeching
2. Hopes and dreams – Audrey heller
3. Night time- gaia rose
4. Inclusion - dipti Bhatia
5. Granny, granny, please comb my hair – grace Nichols
6. Nobody’s like you mom – Joanna fuchs
7. With a friend – Vivian gould
8. A true friend- d. Margaret Emily
9. To cook and eat – emma Richard

7th -1st term

1. Gone forever- Barbara reeves
2. A sage’s compansion

Characters:
- sage
- madhavan – his attendant

3. The neem tree- Indira anantha krishnan

Characters:
- Malar
- Grandmother
- Class teacher
- Dance teacher
- The principal
- Nila – her friend

4. Nature cares for nature

Characters:
- Ramana
- Lalitha – his mother
- Neelambal- his grandmother

5. In quest of india’s freedom
Character:
- Bose
- Father: Janakinath Bose
- Mother: Prabavathi
- Headmaster: Beni Madhav Das
- Professor: Oten

6. The selfish giant - Oscar Wilde
Characters:
- The giant
- His friend Cornish ogre
- Childrens
- The little boy

2nd term

1. Dreams can come true -
Characters:
- Vishwanath Anand
- Anand's mother = Susheela Vishwanathaan
- Boris Gelfand
- Vladimir Putin
- Rahul
- Shanthi- Rahul's mom
- His father

2. Ranji's wonderful bat – Ruskin Bond
Characters:
- Suraj
- Ranji
- Kumar
- Koki
- Bhim

3. An icon for Diwakar –
Characters:
- Diwakar Sharma
- Mother- Alka Sharma
- Father – Sunil Sharma
- Gajendra Singh - Director
- [Reena, Kajol, Deepak, Rashmi, Geetha, James, Asif
- Sushila Miss]

4. Yaanai Malai - Manohar Devadoss
Characters:
5. creating space to be human
   about kiran bedi
   Characters:
   • teacher
   • selvam, iniyam, shruthi, radha, jamaal, mary

6. George Washington carver and peanuts
   Character:
   • George - the plant doctor, his mother
   • Moses carver and susan
   • Henry ford
   • Edison

   Characters:
   • The iron man,
   • Farmers,
   • Little boy Hogarth
   • Red fox

   [Taken from the book “the kingfisher treasury of classic stories” chosen by rose Mary Sandberg & Micheal Morpurgo]

8. An interface with an extra terrestrial being[ET].
   Characters:
   • Gopi-12 yrs old
   • Vikram
   • Mathavan – science teacher
   • Jeeva- vikram’s brother
   • Gopi’s younger sister
   • His mom.

poem:
1. Bat - Randall jarell
2. What trees are for- a group poem
3. In search of a friend
4. Prayer of a sportsman- berton braley
5. Where the mind is without fear- Rabindranath tagore
6. Keep on keeping on – hope spencer
7. The paint box- a child’s poem from Israel
8. Be the best of whatever you are- douglas malloch
8th Ist term:

1. **The wooden Bowl** [adopted from Leo Tolstoy]
   
   **Characters:**
   - Anbu
   - His father saravanan
   - His mother
   - His grandpa
   - and grandma(died)

2. **A mother’s day gift**
   
   **Characters:**
   - Apsara
   - Her father
   - Selvi( friend)
   - Mrs. Rose (the principal)

3. **The power of laughter**
   
   **Characters:**
   - Stranger( head man)
   - Middle aged women
   - Young man
   - The basket weaver and her army, Gopal, Kevin, Nasira, and Kannagi.

4. **A women of courage**
   
   **Character:**
   - Saralabehn(Catherine Mary Heilman)(sarala devi)
   - Mahatma Gandhi
   - British ruler

5. **Living amicably** - from dr. APJ Abdul Kalam autobiography
   
   **Characters:**
   - APJ
   - His father-Jainulabdeen
   - Pakshi lakshmana sastry- his father’s friend
   - Ramanada sastry, aravindhan, siva prakasan- friends of APJ
   - New teacher
   - Science teacher- Siva Subramaniya Iyer , and his wife

6. **Sorry, Best Friend**- adapted from the story by Hemangini Ranade
   
   **Characters:**
   - Renu –mother
   - Manju – 13 yr old
   - Miriam – servant’s daughter
2nd term

7. The brave rani of Jansí - adapted from sandhya rao story

Characters:
- Manikarnika (manu) (lakshmi bai) (chabilli)
- Her father - Moropant tambe
- Her mother - Bhagurathibai
- Baji rao II (peshwa)
- Nana sahib and tantia tope - friends of manu
- Gangadhar rao (husband)
- Anand rao (adopted son - gangadhar rao’s cousin son) renamed damodhar rao
- Lord Dalhousie

8. After the Storm – Deepa Agarwal

Characters:
- Saruli = a wiry girl of thirteen years
- Saruli’s mother
- Diwan singh = headman of the village
- Contractors = rich, influential people - pay a lot money to tap the trees
- Jaman = friend of saruli
- Childrens
- Lal singh
- Radha
- District forest officer [DFO]


Characters:
- Chinese government-sparrow
- Bole nesting birds
- Malabar hornbill
- Salim ali

10. Ant eater and the dassie - adapted from stories from Tendai’s grandmother -

Lakshmi mukuntan

Characters:
- Tendai
- His grandmother
- Dassie
- Pangolin
- The president of Zimbabwe

3rd term
11. The unforgettable Johnny

Characters:
- Albert Einstein
- Thomas alwa Edison
- Agatha Christie
- Leonardo da Vinci
- Walt Disney
- Rajan, ishaan
- Ms. Alice Davis
- Jhonny
- PET teacher

12. God, this is Charles - charles

Characters:
- Charles
- keith

13. What is your address

- About universe, particularly earth

14. The sunbeam- dr. Neeraja raghavan

Characters:
- The sun beam
- butterfly

Poem:
1. My grandmother’s house- kamala suraya
2. You can’t be that, no you can’t be that- brian patten
3. No men are foreign- James Kirkup
4. Land of our birth, we pledge to thee- Rudyard kipling
5. About a caged bird- Paul Lawrence Dunbar.
6. A tiger in the zoo- Leslie Norris
7. Nine gold medals – David Roth
8. Out in the fields with god- Elizabeth barett browning

9th-1st term

1. Buds to blossom-

Characters:
- Little lion – chased butterfly
- Old lion
- Sheep
- Helen keller
- Arjun bajpai
2. A man who had No eyes – Mackinlay Kantor
Characters:
- Mr. parsons
- Markwardt

3. Gaia tells her Tale
Characters:
- About Earth and nature

Characters:
- Thakur surat singh
- Maharaja Abhai Singh of Jodhpur
- Amrita devi
- Her daughters- Asu, Ratni, and bhagubai
- Giridhar bandari – minister in abhai’s court
- Bishnoi community peoples
- Colonel james

5. The will to win –
Characters:
- Anitha khushwaga- girl star
- Anitha’s parent
- School teacher

6. A race in the space- Extract from an interview “working women sunita Williams”
Characters:
- Sunitha Williams
- Nakasha ahmed

2nd term

7. One minute apology- extracted from “The war years volume III” by carl sandburg
Characters:
- Colonel scott and his wife
- Edwin Stanton
- Commander in chief
- Lincoln

8. The Tears of the desert- Paulo Coelho
Characters:
- The author and his friend
- The missionary
- The strange man

9. The marvelous Machine-
Characters:
- Kaviya and her brother kaushik
- Her cousins – prithi, vino
- Kaviya’s mother

10. Visit to the dentist- by Eric – Frank
Characters:
- Mr. frank
- Beena
- Dentist- dr. pain
- Hygienist

3rd term

11. Miriam’s letter- dhum ketu(gowri Shankar govardhan das joshi)
Characters:
- The old man(coachman ali)
- Lakshmi das – clerk
- The post master
- Peons

12. The stroke of genius-
Characters:
- Akbar, Jodha – queen
- birbal
- soldiers -150

13. When catastrophe strikes
Characters:
- Joe cabuk- pilot
- Doug white – co pilot
- Terri – white’s wife and his two daughters
- 18 years old- magi and her sister bailey -16
- Henkles
- Lisa grimm
- Favio

14. The thief-
Characters:
• Yarmuk
• Malkin
• Young couple
• Old lady
• Officials from national guards.

Poem:
1. Laugh and be merry – John Mase Field
2. Earth – Khalil Gibran
3. Don’t quit- Edgar A Guest
4. The Apology- Ralph Waldo Emerson
5. Be glad your nose is on your face- Jack Prelutsky
6. A sonnet for my incomparable mother – F. Joanna
7. The flying wonder – Stephen Vincent Benet

10th std

1. The model millionaire- Oscar Wilde
   Characters:
   • Hughie
   • Laura Merton
   • Colonel
   • Alan Trevor
   • The beggar model (Baron Hausberg)

2. Sam- Tammy Ruggles
   Characters:
   • Sam (Goldy) – The dog
   • Shelly and his mother
   • Diane

3. Music the hope raiser- Dr. Karl Paulnack
   Characters:
   • The author’s speech about music
   • Messiaen
   • Johannes Brahms
   • Zubin Mehta
   • Illaya Raja

4. Piano – Rob Reily
   Characters:
   • The author
• His father (flying officer in world war II)
• His mother
• neighbour

5. **A golden path**
• Gopala Krishna gokhale’s speech at Victoria hall

6. **The face of judas Iscariot** – bonnie chamberlain
   Characters:
   • The author and old priest
   • The old painter
   • The model(jesus and judas)

7. **Will thirst become unquenchable?**
   Characters:
   • Chaya and her children
   • Diwan singh
   • Kamal bhaté

8. **Swept away**- Susannah hickling
   Characters:
   • Serge
   • Celine
   • Amandine
   • Louis Martinez
   • Jack poderoso

9. **Making visible the invisible**- Kalpana Sharma
   • About child labour

10. **A close encounter**- Rex Coker
    Characters:
    • Author and his brother

11. **A flight with moon on their wings**
    • About migration of birds

12. **The summer flight**
    Characters:
    • kumar

13. **Our heritage** – A timeless marvel
    Characters:
    • The author
    • The story is about brihadeeswara temple

14. **Caught sneezing**- Oscar wilde
    Characters:
• Hubert
• 3 thieves
• Old couple and their daughters and sons

Poem
1. Beautiful inside- paul holmes
2. The piano- D H lawrence
3. Manliness- Rudyard Kipling
4. Going for water- Robert frost
5. The cry of the children- Elizabeth Barett Browning
6. Migrant bird- Famida Y Basheer
7. Shilpi- Ashwin Parthiban
8. True beauty – Christine B
9. Live to some purpose – Adelaide Anne Proctor
10. Child labour – faheem jawald

11th std

1. Bon voyage
   • About kalpana chawla
Characters:
   • Kalpana chawla
   • Her father – banasi dass
   • Her brother sanjay
   • Don Wilson- her thesis guide
   • Jean pierre Harrison- her husband

2. Mercy and justice (The merchant of venice)- William Shakespeare
Characters:
• Antonio
• Bassanio
• Shylock
• Portia
• Prince of morocco
• Prince of aragon
• Gratiano
• Nerissa
• Jessica
• lorenzo

3. The farmer- thakazhi sivasankaran pillai
Characters:
• Kesavan nair
4. The helping hand- EM Foster
   Characters:
   - Mr. Henderson and his wife
   - Lady anstey
   - Giovanni da empoli
   - Professor rinaldi
   - Editor of dudley

5. The road to success- Edwin C bliss
   - Ideas to achieve success

6. Vision for the nation – APJ
   - Excerpt from India 2020

7. Holiday – rabindranath tagore
   Characters:
   - Phatik chakravarti
   - Makanlal
   - Bagha bagdi
   - Bishvambar babu, his wife and his childrens

8. The necklace – Guy de Maupassant
   Characters:
   - Mr. Loisel
   - Miltida loisel
   - Madame forestier

9. The Gift of Magi- O Henry
   Character:
   - Della
   - Jim (James Dillingham Young)

10. Reflowering - Sundara Ramaswamy
    Characters:
    - Ambi(AUTHOR)
    - Appa, Amma
    - Rowther
    - Kollapan
    - Gayathri
    - Gomathi
    - Murugan
11. *Every Living thing* – James Herriot

Characters:
- Mr. Herriot (AUTHOR)
- Dick Fawcett
- Frisk (The cat)
- Mrs. Duggan

12. *Kaanchanai* - Puthumai Pithan

Characters:
- The author,
- His wife
- Kaanchanai (beggar)

Poem:
1. *Off to outer space tomorrow morning* - Norman Nicholson
2. *Sonnet no. 116* - William Shakespeare
4. *Is life, but a dream* – Lewis Carroll
5. *Be the best* - Douglas Malloch
6. *O Captain, O Captain* – Walt Whitman
7. *Wonderful worlds* - WB Rands
8. *Words* - Carl Sandburg
9. *Polonious advice to his son* – Shakespeare’s Hamlet
10. *The soldier* – Rupert Brooke

12th std

1. *Julius Caesar* - William Shakespeare

Characters:
- Julius Caesar
- Mark Antony
- Octavius Caesar
- Amelius Lepitus
- Marcus Brutus
- Decius Brutus
- Casca
- Cassius
- Calphurnia (his wife)
- Soothsayer

2. *The ceaseless crusader* -

- Mahatma Gandhi views on women
3. **To the land of snow** - Ahtushi Despande
   Characters:
   - Author
   - Mr.rare – manager
   - Laxmi – porter
   - Khem nam – guide

4. **A dictionary of the English words** - Samuel Johnson

5. **The mark of Vishnu** – Khushwant singh
   Characters:
   - The author
   - Kala nag( the snake)
   - Gunga ram
   - Science teacher

6. **Hiroshima** - F Raphael
   \[ U_{235} \]
   Characters:
   - President Truman of USA,
   - Pm Attlee of UK,
   - Marshal Chiang Kai-shek of china
   - Colonel Paul W. Tibbets
   - Kleinsorge, german missionary
   - Stalin

7. **The selfish** – Oscar Wilde
   Characters:
   - Giant
   - His friend Cornish Ogre
   - The Children and the Little boy
   - Winter, Spring, Autumn, Summer, Hail,
   - Frost, Snow & North wind
   - 12Peach Trees

8. **How the Camel got its hump** – Rudyard Kipling
   Characters:
   - Horse,
   - Dog,
   - Ox,
   - Camel,
   - Man &
   - Djinn
9. The Lottery Ticket - Anton Chekhov

Characters:
- Ivan Dmitrich
- His wife Masha
- Ticket no: 9499 26

10. The last Leaf - o henry (William Sydney Porter)

Characters:
- Sue
- Jhony
- Mr. Pneumonia Disease
- Ivy Wine Leaves
- Behrman

11. Two friends - Guy De Maupassant

Characters:
- Monsieur Morissot
- Monsieur Sauvage
- Colonel Dumolin
- Prussian commander
- 12 soldier
- wilhelm

12. The Refugee - Pearl S Buck

Characters:
- Old Man
- His grand child
- Noodle vendor
- Shop owners
- Noble man

13. Open Window - Hector Hugh Munro (SAKI)

Characters:
- Framton Nuttle
- Vera-Naughty Girl
- Mrs. Sappleton
- Her husband
- Ronnie - her brother
- Bertie – the spaniel dog

Poem:
1. A psalm of life - H W Longfellow
2. Women’s Right – Annie Louisa Walker
3. A Noiseless Patient Spider- Walt Whitman
4. English Words – VK Gokak
5. Snake – D H Lawrence
6. The Man He Killed- Thomas Hardy
7. Death of the goat – Kamala Das
8. Sita – Toru Dutt